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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, in coordination with the National Park
Service, manages the Preserve America program—a federal initiative that encourages
and supports community efforts to preserve and enjoy cultural and natural heritage
resources. In 2008, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation awarded a Preserve
America grant to the Alaska Division of Parks and Outdoor Recreation, Office of History
and Archaeology (OHA) to create preservation plans for those units of the Alaska State
Park system designated as National Historic Landmarks. Those units include Fort
Abercrombie State Historical Park in Kodiak, and Fort Rousseau Causeway State
Historical Park, Baranof Castle Hill State Historic Site, and Old Sitka State Historical
Park—all located in Sitka.
Established as a National Historic Landmark in 1984 and a state historical park in 2008,
Fort Rousseau was constructed as the harbor defense headquarters to protect the naval
air station on Japonski Island. Fort Rousseau is the harbor defense component of the
Sitka Naval Operating Base & US Army Coastal Defenses National Historic Landmark in
Sitka.
The Fort Rousseau Causeway State Historical Park Preservation Plan provides a
framework for decisions pertaining to cultural resource protection, interpretive program
development, and stewardship of the park. The preservation planning process involved
inventorying resources, compiling research, and discussing and sharing ideas with park
managers, industry professionals, and interested public during public meetings and
comment periods.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
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WHY DO WE NEED A PRESERVATION PLAN?

In 2008, the Office of History and Archaeology (OHA) recognized that the development
of preservation plans could help meet the goal to “sustain Alaska’s cultural, ecological,
scenic and scientific assets through proactive stewardship pursuant to the division’s
parks and programs” outlined in the division’s ten year strategic plan.1 The Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation’s Preserve America program awarded a planning grant
to the Office of History and Archaeology because preservation plans are valuable tools
for efforts aimed at preserving and enhancing historical, cultural, archaeological, and
anthropological values, and promoting the enjoyment and stewardship of heritage
resources. Fort Rousseau Causeway State Historical Park Preservation Plan is one of
four preservation plans developed for National Historic Landmarks managed by the
Alaska Division of Parks and Outdoor Recreation (ADPOR).
WHAT IS A PRESERVATION PLAN SUPPOSED TO DO?

This plan provides guidelines to assist park staff in reaching their short- and long-term
objectives for the preservation and enhancement of cultural and historical resources
and in the day‐to‐day management of these resources. This plan will also serve as a
model for future ADPOR preservation plans. Providing guidelines rather than hard and
fast rules, this plan is intended to be a dynamic tool used to enhance and preserve the
park’s historical, cultural, archaeological, and anthropological values, to promote the
enjoyment and stewardship of the park resources, to support local recreation and
tourism, and to encourage a variety of recreational and educational opportunities in the
park for visitors of varying abilities. The plan supports, but does not replace, the
National Historic Preservation Act, Alaska Historic Preservation Act, or National
Environmental Policy Act.
WHAT IS A STATE HISTORICAL PARK

The “Alaska State Park System: Statewide Framework” identifies designations for
different types of parks based on their primary values to the public. Fort Rousseau
Causeway is a state historical park defined as “an area containing an assemblage of
significant historical, cultural, archaeological, or anthropological resources from

1

Alaska Div. of Parks and Outdoor Recreation, Division of Parks and Outdoor Recreation: Ten Year Strategic Plan 2007-2017. Alaska Div. of Parks and
Outdoor Recreation, 2007), 22-25.
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representative eras of Alaska’s history or prehistory. The dominant management
objective of a historic park is to preserve and interpret historic resources for Alaskans
and visitors to the state.”2
PLAN ROAD MAP

The plan has four principal components—goals and objectives, brief historical and
cultural background of the park, current park conditions, and recommended
preservation and interpretation strategies for achieving the outlined goals. In addition,
useful documents such as architectural survey forms, preservation briefs on material
conservation, condition assessment forms, and treatment standards are attached as
appendices.
PUBLIC PROCESS

On August 10 and 11, 2009, an interdisciplinary team visited Fort Rousseau Causeway
State Historical Park to identify and inventory the historic features of this park, evaluate
its current uses and preservation issues, and outline interpretive possibilities. A public
scoping meeting was held on August 10, 2009, in Sitka to allow interested public and
professionals to voice their concerns related to the use of Fort Rousseau Causeway,
identify appropriate interpretive themes, and preservation priorities. Public comments
were accepted through September 2009 for scoping. After the public comment period
ended, the preservation planning team compiled additional information, evaluated
alternatives, and developed priorities. A draft plan was prepared and distributed for
public review on August 11, 2010. A public meeting was held on August 26, 2010 in
Sitka to receive comments on the draft preservation plan. Public comments were
received until September 17, 2010. After the comment period ended, the planning
team addressed comments and incorporated comments where necessary. The Director
of Parks and Outdoor Recreation signed and accepted the plan on December 15, 2010.

2

Park Planning Section of Alaska Division of Parks and Outdoor Recreation, Alaska State Park System: Statewide Framework. (Alaska Div. of Parks and
Outdoor Recreation, 1982), 8.
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In 1982 Alaska Department of Parks and Outdoor Recreation (ADPOR) devised a system
to manage different types of park units. This work was published as the Alaska State
Park System: Statewide Framework. The framework identified designations for
different types of parks based on their primary values to the public. Using these
guidelines, Fort Rousseau Causeway was designated a state historical park, which is
defined as “an area containing an assemblage of significant historical, cultural,
archaeological, or anthropological resources from representative eras of Alaska’s history
or prehistory. The dominant management objective of a historic park is to preserve and
interpret historic resources for Alaskans and visitors to the state.”
Additionally, in 2008, State law established Fort Rousseau Causeway State Historical
Park and stated, “The primary purposes of establishing the land and water areas
described in AS 41.21.191 as the Fort Rousseau Causeway State Historical Park are to
promote, support, and preserve public use by maintaining and protecting the area’s fish
and wildlife habitat, cultural resources and scenic values.” This state legislation coupled
with the statewide framework provides a foundation to establish the vision of the park.
The vision adopted in the Fort Rousseau Causeway State Historical Park Management
Plan for this park states that “… Fort Rousseau Causeway State Historical Park will
provide high-quality recreational opportunities for park users while principally preserving
and interpreting the park’s historic resources for the use and enjoyment of future
generations.”
PRESERVATION PLAN GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
PRESERVATION

ADPOR will implement strategies that preserve and protect elements of Fort Rousseau
Causeway as they exist today, or apply an appropriate preservation treatment
(rehabilitation, restoration, renovation) to these elements with reference to the period
of significance—1941 to 1945. ADPOR intends to maintain the sense of discovery,
adequately accommodate public use, and protect cultural and natural resources while
maintaining a strong focus on preservation and interpretation.
EDUCATION

ADPOR will share with visitors Fort Rousseau’s national, state, and local importance as
part of the Sitka Naval Operating Base National Historic Landmark during World War II.
9

Additionally, ADPOR will convey the importance of preservation, respect for historic
resources, and reuse of historic buildings as part of the interpretive mission of the park.
Furthermore, ADPOR will discuss the importance of the natural environment
independently and in relation to life at Fort Rousseau and the design of the historic
properties at Fort Rousseau.
STEWARDSHIP

ADPOR will identify partners, research possibilities, and education opportunities that
help to preserve and interpret the resources. Appropriate stewardship strategies must
be developed for specific areas and resources. ADPOR will strive to maintain a
leadership role in historic preservation, natural resource conservation, and interpretive
innovation in Alaska by advocating for the resources, protecting significant features and
stories, and actively managing the historic resources.
ACCESS

ADPOR will continue to foster an accessible environment through new technologies and
strategies as necessary and practicable. Adequate accessibility will allow visitors and
residents to better enjoy and understand Fort Rousseau. Accessibility should
adequately serve the diverse population that exists within Alaska and the visitors served
at Fort Rousseau. Increased accessibility may necessitate changes to character‐defining
features of the landscape. Core interpretive programs will also meet the Americans
with Disability Act standards.
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The Sitka area, including Fort Rousseau, has been a central location for various cultures
due to topography, geography, and an abundance of natural resources. This naturally
rich area has been home to Native peoples for thousands of years and was also the
location of one of the first permanent Russian settlements. The Russians made Sitka the
capital of Russian America and, after Alaska was sold to the United States, the Alaskan
center of government remained in Sitka until 1906 when it moved to Juneau.
The U.S. Department of Defense realized that fortification of Alaska could prove to be a
key element in the defense of the Pacific coast of the United States when they became
concerned that war with Japan could erupt. Sitka was selected as the site for one of
three naval air bases to be located at strategic points on the Alaskan coast; the other
two sites were Kodiak and Dutch Harbor.
FORT ROUSSEAU AND FORT RAY

The effort to prepare the Alaskan coast for war began in earnest in September 1939
when military construction commenced. The Sitka Naval Air Station, located on
Japonski Island and other small surrounding islands, was the first such installation in
Alaska to become operational. The Sitka Naval Air Station became the Sitka Naval
Operating Base on July 20, 1942.
The Army, charged with defending the naval installments, had no room for a base on
Japonski Island. Therefore, the Army constructed garrisons on Alice Island and Charcoal
Island and built infrastructure for coastal defense on Makhnati Island.3,4 The Army then
connected Japonski Island and Makhnati Island by means of a causeway via eight other
small islands.5
The purpose of the causeway was to provide the Army with land access to the naval
installations in the event of an enemy attack. The islands were leveled to accommodate
military construction and the connecting causeway was built with the rock blasted from
these islands. The construction of the causeway cost approximately $2 million, and
Siems Drake Puget Sound, a naval contractor, finished it in February 1943.6, 7

3

Bush, “Narrative Report of Alaska Construction 1941-1944”, fascimile of a report by Col. James D. Bush, Jr., during November and December, 1944,
(Anchorage, AK: U.S. Army Engineer District of Alaska, 1984), 53-54.
4
Stetson Conn, Rose C. Engelman, and Byron Fairchild, The Western Hemisphere: Guarding the United States and its Outposts, first printed in 1964
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 2000), 235.
5
Ibid., 236.
6
Bush, “Narrative Report of Alaska Construction 1941---1944”, 54.
7
The exact completion date is debated.
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This Army garrison was called Fort Ray. However, reorganization in 1943 attached Fort
Ray to the Harbor Defenses on Charcoal and Alice Islands and Fort Rousseau to the
causeway and the eight islands it connected to Japonski Island.8 Fort Ray and Fort
Rousseau are sometimes referred to interchangeably.
PREPARING ALASKA FOR WAR

War with Japan was anticipated as early as 1924 when the United States Army adopted
“War Plan Orange”. The plan foresaw the potential struggle with Japan as mostly naval
in nature and outlined a war strategy that
the American military leaders would follow
should war break out. Originally, the
strategy outlined consisted of the Army
seizing Japanese islands in the central
Pacific and preparing an attack on Japan.
However, the War Department General
Staff responded to changes in the political
atmosphere of the world during the next
decade by modifying this plan. The new
defense strategy outlined in War Plan Orange focused on holding a main line of defense
between Alaska, Hawaii, and the Panama Canal. This line of defense was often referred
to as the “strategic triangle.”9
The Navy and the Quartermaster Corps began the construction of Alaskan defenses in
1939. The Navy employed a civilian contractor, Siems Drake Puget Sound, to build the
three naval air bases that were to be located at Sitka, Kodiak, and Dutch Harbor.10 In
Sitka, an army post was needed to protect the Sitka Naval Air Station that was built on
Japonski Island and construction of what was to be Fort Ray began January 9, 1941 on
Charcoal and Alice Islands.11,12 These islands were to be connected to Japonski Island
via a small causeway. Four months after the construction of Fort Ray commenced,
General DeWitt recommended Makhnati Island be connected to Japonski Island by
means of a causeway running through seven intermediate islands, thus including
Makhnati, Mogilnoi, Kirushkin, Sasedni, Gold, Virublenoi, Reshimosti, and Nevski islands

8

Bush, “Narrative Report of Alaska Construction 1941---1944”, 53-64.
Karl C. Dod, United States Army in WWII, The Technical Services, The Corps of Engineers: The War Against Japan, first printed in 1966 (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1987) 3; Figure is Map 1 from page 4.
10
Engelman and Fairchild, The Western Hemisphere: Guarding the United States and its Outposts, 224.
11
Bush, 54.
12
Engelman and Fairchild, 224.
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to the garrison plan.13 The Seabees began to gradually take over construction from
Siems Drake Puget Sound in November 1942; the causeway was mostly finished by then,
though it was never capped and paved as specified in the original plans.14
Troops began arriving at the Alaska naval bases as early as March 1941, and by June of
that year troops were already at all Alaska naval bases—Sitka, Kodiak, Dutch Harbor.15
The attack on Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, put all military personnel in Alaska on
high alert because the Japanese fleet that attacked Pearl Harbor had slipped between
patrol zones just south of the Aleutians completely unnoticed. Where this fleet had
gone after the attack was unknown and Alaska reacted swiftly in case it was to be the
next target.16 However, it wasn’t until June 1942, that Alaska finally faced a Japanese
attack.
WORLD WAR II IN ALASKA

During the first week of June 1942, Japan attacked Dutch Harbor with planes based on
carrier ships. The foray killed 87 soldiers and sailors and burned a number of buildings.
However, the raid on Dutch Harbor was merely a cover-up for the invasion of two
Aleutian Islands—Attu and Kiska—that occurred later that same week.17
The Army remained ready to defend the naval base at Sitka from Japanese invasion
while the Navy prepared to defend the Alaskan coastline.18 Throughout this time,
military activity focused on the Aleutians, and Sitka’s role became that of intermediate
base between the U.S. mainland and the base on Kodiak.
After the Americans expelled the Japanese from Attu and Kiska a year later, the Pacific
Campaign moved away from Alaska and the West Coast of the U.S. The Sitka Naval
Operating Base was decommissioned on August 15, 1944, though the war was not over
yet. After American forces expelled the Japanese forces from the Aleutian Islands, the
war never came near Sitka again.19
Although Sitka never saw war action, its existence served to deter the enemy from
gaining a foothold close enough to the mainland United States to launch a strong
13

David M. Dunning and Amanda A. Welsh, “Alaska, our last frontier in time of peace, …our first front in war.”: An Interpretation and Description of Ft.
Ray, Alaska, (Juneau: Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities, 2004), 5.
14
Bush, 54.
15
Engelman and Fairchild, The Western Hemisphere: Guarding the United States and its Outposts, 237.
16
Dunning and Welsh, An Interpretation and Description of Ft. Ray, Alaska, 52.
17
Ibid., 57.
18
Erwin N. Thompson for the U.S. National Park Service, “National Register of Historic Places Inventory—Nomination Form: Sitka Naval Operating
Base”, (Denver: National Park Service, 1984), 8.
19
Dunning and Welsh, An Interpretation and Description of Ft. Ray, Alaska, 60-61,74-75.
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offensive on the U.S. At the beginning of World War II, it was one of the few military
installations ready to defend the American North Pacific coast.20
AFTER THE WAR

The Naval Operating Base was demobilized and transferred to the Bureau of Indian
Affairs in 1946.21 In 1963, Public Land Order revoked the original withdrawal and made
the land available for State selection pursuant to the Alaska Statehood Act.22 The State
of Alaska, now owns the islands and the causeway, which was legislatively designated as
Fort Rousseau Causeway State Historical Park in 2008 and is now managed by the Alaska
Department of Natural Resources, Division of Parks and Outdoor Recreation. Filled
submerged lands, the causeway itself, and intertidal areas surrounding the islands are
still federally owned and are managed by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM).
Upon transfer of Fort Ray to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Alaska Native Service, the
hospital facilities were put to use fighting the tuberculosis epidemic through the efforts
of the Alaska Native Brotherhood Camp #1.23 Many other structures on Japonski, Alice,
and Charcoal islands were eventually demolished and replaced by buildings such as the
Sitka Rocky Gutierrez Airport and Edgecumbe Hospital; others were reused for nonmilitary uses.

20

Thompson, “National Register of Historic Places Inventory—Nomination Form: Sitka Naval Operating Base”, 8.
Ibid., 2.
22
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, DERP-FUDS, “Defense Environmental Restoration Program: Formerly used Defense Sites Findings and Determination of
Eligibility, Findings of Fact” (1993).
23
Dunning and Welsh, An Interpretation and Description of Ft. Ray, Alaska, 75.
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LAND-USE ZONE

Due to the recent acquisition of this park unit, no land-use zones are currently in place.
However, since the park is a historical park, interpretation and preservation are the top
priorities for the park. Development must be associated with public access, safety, and
interpretation, and should not interfere with the characteristics that make the area a
National Historic Landmark.
MAINTENANCE

Park staff and Sitka Trail Works currently conduct trail maintenance as needed. No
buildings at Fort Rousseau receive maintenance treatments. The vast majority of the
maintenance activities relate to trail maintenance and minor vegetation removal to
provide access to interesting historical features.
INTERPRETATION

Existing interpretation related to Fort Rousseau is limited and is provided by groups that
are not directly associated with the division. The following paragraphs provide a
summary of current personal and non-personal interpretation in and about the park.
Personal interpretation occurs when one person is interpreting to another, such as
during a guided tour. Non-personal interpretation occurs when the person interpreting
is replaced with another type of media, such as an interpretive display, audio tour, or
self-guided brochure.
PERSONAL INERPRETATION

ADVENTURE TOUR INTERPRETATION
Sitka Sound Ocean Adventures is a Sitka-based kayak tour company that offers an
“Islands Paddle and Lost Fort Trek” tour. On this tour, a guide interprets the park’s
historical and natural features for visitors. Tour guides do not receive formal training
from division staff to interpret the park’s resources.
SITKA HISTORICAL MUSEUM
The Sitka Historical Museum, located in Centennial Hall, provides visitors with
information and stories about a variety of displays and artifacts about Sitka’s rich history
17

spanning Tlingit, Russian, and American occupation. Museum staff members interpret
the story of Fort Rousseau to visitors as an integral part of the multifaceted and intricate
tapestry that has made Sitka what it is today.
NON-PERSONAL INTERPRETATION

SITKA HISTORICAL MUSEUM
In addition to personal interpretation, the Sitka Historical Museum provides visitors with
non-personal interpretation in the form of displays and artifacts about a variety of
subjects related to Sitka’s history including Fort Rousseau.
INTERPRETIVE PANELS
Non-personal interpretation currently does not exist within Fort Rousseau Causeway
State Historical Park though it would significantly improve visitor satisfaction.
PARTNERSHIPS

ADPOR has significant and well-established relationships with Sitka Trail Works and Sitka
State Parks Citizen Advisory Board. These organizations provide access and information
to visitors, provide a source of volunteers, generate funds for trail maintenance and
vegetation removal, and advocate for Sitka area parks including Fort Rousseau
Causeway. ADPOR also manages another former coastal defense site, Fort Abercrombie
in Kodiak. These parks currently share information about management strategies,
preservation issues, and research.
RESEARCH

Currently there is no known systematic research conducted by ADPOR on Fort
Rousseau, World War II in Alaska, military archaeology, preservation strategies for
military resources, prehistory of Sitka, and archaeology of Fort Rousseau. However,
community members often share specialized knowledge of Fort Rousseau history,
artifacts, buildings and structures with ADPOR staff.
PARK STAFF

Fort Rousseau Causeway State Historical Park is managed as a unit of Alaska State Parks’
Sitka District. Other units of the Sitka District include Old Sitka State Historical Park,
Baranof Castle Hill State Historic Site, Big Bear/Baby Bear State Marine Park, Halibut
18

Point State Recreation Site, Magoun Islands State Marine Park, Sealion Cove State
Marine Park, and Security Bay State Marine Park. Staff at Sitka Area State Parks consists
of one Park Specialist and one seasonal caretaker. No positions are assigned specifically
to Fort Rousseau Causeway State Historical Park. The Park Specialist spends time
traveling between the various units under his care, performing maintenance activities,
gathering trash, collecting fees, administering park operations, and providing public
safety and visitor services to park users.
Volunteers are an integral component of Fort Rousseau Causeway management.
Current volunteerism allows the small staff to provide basic services to residents and
visitors. Volunteer programs incrementally improve local support of park programs
through active engagement—residents that work in the park generally support park
efforts.
LAND AND BUILDING USE

Fort Rousseau is a military landscape used for historic interpretation, historic
preservation, camping, day recreation, and wildlife viewing. The entirety of Fort
Rousseau is a cultural area. As identified in the Fort Rousseau Causeway State Historical
Park Management Plan, Sasedni Island is designated as the interpretive hub and first
point of contact at the park.24 The area will be further subdivided by island for
descriptive purposes. For building- and structure-specific information, refer to
Appendix A.
Throughout the causeway, concrete structures are still standing in various states of
disrepair. One wood building remains, the Fuse House. Other buildings and structures
that were made of wood and metal and once stood at Fort Rousseau Causeway are long
gone. The stone causeways connecting the islands still remain, but have eroded in
many areas; the causeway is breached between Mogilnoi and Makhnati Islands, as well
as between Kirushkin and Mogilnoi Islands. Foundations, depressions, military-related
artifacts and building remnants are scattered throughout the park. Roads that once
transected the post are still discernible today and are now used as foot trails to gain
access to many of the park’s historic features. During the time of occupation, all islands
were stripped of vegetation except Makhnati. Parts of the canopy at Makhnati could be
considered an important character defining feature since that was the only island that
was not mined for rock to construct the causeway.
24

ADPOR, Fort Rousseau Causeway State Historical Park Management Plan.
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Views are critical components of the site. Currently, historic views from two gun
emplacements at Makhnati and one emplacement on Sasedni are maintained. These
views help the visitor understand the role of the facilities and the immensity of the
protection and security infrastructure associated with American assets during World
War II.
All concrete buildings throughout the park exhibit similar conditions. Issues include
vegetation growth, spalling, moisture control, cracking, efflorescence, and graffiti.
Other conditions may include corrosion of metal components and debris scattered
throughout the facilities.
MAKHNATI ISLAND

The largest collection of intact World War II buildings, structures and remnants are
found on Makhnati Island. Functionally speaking, Makhnati Island housed the brains of
the operations for Fort Rousseau including the Plotting and Spotting Room, Harbor
Entrance Control Post and Harbor Defense Command Post. Makhnati is the only island
that retained portions of its original topography and some original vegetation that
predated the period of significance. Three clusters of structures are positioned on
Makhnati: the gun emplacement, command posts, and ammunition magazines.
Gun Emplacement No. 292 is comprised of two six-inch gun blocks, two 155mm gun
emplacements, a battery command post, a tank containment vault, and a bunker. All
these facilities are spatially related, and represent a functional entity. The most distinct
and critical feature in this area is the bunker. The spotting and plotting functions were
housed in the bunker. Many original doors are intact throughout the building. The only
variation from concrete finishes is a sugar cane ceiling found in the plotting, spotting,
muffler, and power rooms. All four gun blocks are relatively clear of large, woody
vegetative growth. The metal components of the emplacements are heavily corroded.
The command post area included the Harbor Defense Command Post (HDCP), Harbor
Entrance Control Post (HECP) and Observation Tower. The HDCP and HECP, also known
as Joint Operations, were located in the same concrete bunker building. Currently, the
Joint Operations entrance is dry in comparison to other buildings at Fort Rousseau,
however, water penetration is evident is every other room. Park visitors currently use
Joint Operations for overnight shelter, evidenced by fire rings in the middle of the floor.
The observation tower is a ruin.
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The two ammunition bunkers on Makhnati are standard bunkers found in the park and
the conditions are similar to all concrete buildings. Doors are relatively intact. A track
to transport heavy equipment in the bunker runs along the central spine of the
building’s interior. Moisture control is the most evident issue for the structures. Large
woody vegetation covers the roofs.
KIRUSHKIN ISLAND

During the period of significance, Kirushkin Island contained the living quarters and
soldier support facilities. These support facilities included barracks, a mess hall, and
recreational areas. The only standing building on the island is the radio building. It
exhibits all the common issues related to concrete structures. All that remains of the
other facilities are foundations. Fire hydrants and electrical poles are scattered
throughout the living facilities.
SASEDNI ISLAND

Sasedni Island can be divided into three distinct areas: three-inch anti-aircraft gun
compound, motor pool, and barracks. The gun compound includes four three-inch antiaircraft gun emplacements. This area is immediately adjacent to the causeway as one
enters Sasedni Island from the main causeway trail. Two of the four emplacements are
overgrown with moss and other non-woody vegetation. Sitka Trail Works previously
cleared the other two emplacements. In addition to housing the guns, each
emplacement had a small concrete room for personnel. Two entrances are evident for
each personnel area. One entrance was situated in the interior of the emplacement and
another in the exterior position.
The motor pool and barracks areas exhibit similar characteristics. The only remains are
concrete foundations positioned on the northern portion of Sasedni Island. A site map
is attached that clearly depicts the location and function of each foundation. The most
historically significant remains are the officers’ quarters foundations located just beyond
the motor pool. An associated gun platform is situated near the water in close
proximity to the officers’ quarters. Bolts positioned in the platform verify the location of
each 20mm gun.
The only standing structure that remains on Sasedni Island is the meteorological station
located on the south side of the causeway. The rectangular concrete building is one
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story high and the only opening is the door. Currently, the building is precariously
situated near the coast.
GOLD ISLAND

Two buildings are located on Gold Island, the Fuse House and the Fuse Bunker. The
Fuse House is a one story, side gable, rectangular building. The Fuse House is clad in
horizontal cement asbestos siding. All windows and doors are missing. The interior is
completely stripped and the walls are pulling away from each other. The roof is covered
with moss and ferns and it sags noticeably near the middle of the structure. A chain link
fence encircles the building to help prevent public access for safety reasons. The Fuse
House is the only remaining wood building at Fort Rousseau. It is in extremely poor
condition.
The two-story Fuse Bunker is located just to the north of the Fuse House and the
recessed entrance to the bunker is on the south elevation. The interior is T-shaped with
a small north-south corridor leading to a larger east-west corridor. Four rooms are
located off the east-west corridor. The heavy wood doors, found throughout the
corridors, are intact and, in the westernmost room, a small rusted metal ladder leads to
the roof of the building. It appears that facilities were located on the roof. Conditions
here are similar to other concrete structures at Fort Rousseau.
VIRUBLENNOI ISLAND

Three ammunition magazines are located on Virublennoi Island. All three were
constructed using the same plan. The entrances are protected with retaining walls on
two sides of the buildings and are slightly projected from the face of the building with
three steps giving the entrances greater relief near the top. The heavy steel doors at
the entrances are intact. The interior of these three buildings consist of a single room
with a barrel shape. A metal track runs the length of the roof of all three. Modern
debris is located in and outside the buildings.
A large debris scatter is located on the beach on the west side of Virublennoi Island.
Some materials located in the scatter may date from the period of significance (19411945). Rusted remains of a bulldozer are also located on the island.
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RESHIMOSTI, MOGILNOI, NEVSKI, AND SIGNAL ISLANDS

No historic structural remains are located on the Mogilnoi, Reshimosti, Signal, and
Nevski Islands. However, the causeway connecting Reshimosti, Mognilnoi, and Nevski
islands with the rest of Fort Rousseau remains an important historic property.

23

CHAPTER 5:
PRESERVATION AND INTERPRETATION STRATEGIES
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To meet the vision of Fort Rousseau Causeway, the objectives of the park’s
management plan, and the preservation goals of this plan, the planning team identified
strategies for preserving and interpreting the historical resources at Fort Rousseau.
These strategies are described in the following sections.
PRESERVATION ZONES

To better facilitate continued preservation, development, program expansion, visitor
growth, and general enjoyment of Fort Rousseau by residents and visitors, the planning
team devised preservation zones to guide development, use, interpretation, and
preservation treatments. Preservation zones do not change the land‐use designations
identified in the Fort Rousseau Causeway State Historical Park Management
Plan. They provide additional guidance to park staff, design professionals, park
management, and the public as they make building‐ and area‐specific decisions and
recommendations related to historic preservation and interpretation.
The planning team established three preservation zones for Fort Rousseau. Each zone
has a unique preservation objective related to the buildings, landscape, archaeology,
and interpretation. These objectives will be used to guide decisions in each zone, while
preserving and interpreting the historic resources at the park.
PRESERVATION ZONE ONE
Preservation Zone One at Fort Rousseau is anchored by the road joining the islands and the

causeway itself. The connectivity of the islands is the primary character-defining feature
of the zone. The overall goal for this area is to maintain existing connectivity and
eventually re-establish access between all islands using appropriate new techniques.
The primary preservation treatment in Zone One is restoration. Cultural assets in this
zone represent the important historical function of the historic resource, are critical to
understanding the resource and the visitor experience, embody distinctive qualities
(such as unique materials, features, details, or craftsmanship), or achieve additional
significance due to associations with important people, styles of architecture or events.
The highest priority in Zone One should be maintaining, preserving, and protecting all
historic resources. Work that takes place in this zone should follow the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Restoration and use the period of 1941-1945 to guide decisions.
The overall definition of restoration is “the act or process of accurately depicting the
25

form, features, and character of a property as it appeared at a particular period of time
by means of the removal of features from other periods in its history and reconstruction
of missing features from the restoration period.” The Restoration Standards are
attached in Appendix B.
PRESERVATION ZONE TWO
Preservation Zone Two encompasses Makhnati and Signal Island in its entirety. Standing

concrete buildings are abundant on Makhnati and include Gun Emplacement No. 292,
Harbor Defense Command Post, Harbor Entrance Control Post, Observation Tower and
two ammunition bunkers.
The primary treatment in Zone Two is Preservation. Areas designated as Zone Two are
historically important to the understanding of the overall resource, augment the visitor
experience, represent distinctive qualities (such as unique materials, features, details, or
craftsmanship), or achieve additional significance due to associations with important
people, styles of architecture, or important events. Zone Two areas are designated
when specific uses for the property have not been identified, but stabilization is
necessary for future use, or when the level of deterioration has become a characterdefining feature of the area. “Preservation is defined as the act or process of applying
measures necessary to sustain the existing form, integrity, and materials of an historic
property.” All resources in Zone Two should receive regular monitoring in order to
assess the condition. When work on Zone Two resources is needed, a “soft touch”
approach should be taken (Appendix B). Public safety must always take high priority
when allowing nature to take its course. The sense of discovery must remain intact at
these locations.
PRESERVATION ZONE THREE
Preservation Zone Three has standing buildings that include the Fuse House, four 3-inch gun

emplacements, Meteorological Station, Fuse House Bunker, and three ammunition
bunkers. Foundations and landscape components are scattered throughout the zone.
Zone Three includes all areas outside the causeway itself on Mogilnoi, Sasedni, Gold,
Virublennoi, Reshmosti, and Nevski Islands.
The primary treatment in Zone Three is Rehabilitation. Areas designated as Zone
Three may embody characteristics or features that are distinctive in their own right, and
contain spatial relationships from the period of significance, but are secondary to the
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historic district as a whole. These areas are less rich in significance compared to Zone
One areas. Still, every effort should be made to retain original features and fabric in
rehabilitation areas. Nevertheless, new materials and features can be introduced in
rehabilitation zones if they are done sensitively and the primary character-defining
features that are intact are retained. “Rehabilitation is defined as the act or process of
making possible a compatible use for a property through repair, alterations, and
additions while preserving those portions or features which convey its historical, cultural,
or architectural values.” All work conducted in Zone Three must adhere to the Secretary
of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation (Appendix B).
Figure 2: Fort Rousseau Causeway State Historical Park’s Preservation Zones.
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MAINTENANCE
RESOURCE INSPECTION TRACKING

To gain a greater understanding of the speed of deterioration, changing conditions,
safety issues, and vandalism, resource inspection forms must be completed a minimum
of twice per year for all standing buildings and structures. As additional site features are
documented and recorded, those archaeological and historic properties should be
inspected once per year by staff or volunteers that received adequate training to inspect
the resources. To track inspections, staff and volunteers may use the Alaska Building
Inventory Form attached in Appendix C. Drawings and photographs should accompany
each form.

Short
Range
Priority

CONDITION ASSESSMENT

Any preservation, restoration, or rehabilitation of a historic property must start with a
thorough condition assessment. Prior to commencement of work on any buildings,
condition assessment forms must be completed and submitted to the Southeast
Superintendent and the Office of History and Archaeology. Ideally, condition
assessments should be updated every five years. The Condition Assessment form is
attached in Appendix D as Alaska Condition Assessment Forms. These assessments will
provide the information needed to prioritize the work on specific buildings and the
urgency of the repairs. Thorough digital photo documentation must accompany all
reports. Photos should be taken that capture each elevation, significant preservation
issues, significant building features and the setting. A standard condition assessment
inventory form is included in Appendix D. Condition assessments should be completed
for all buildings located in Preservation Zone One, followed by Preservation Zone Three
and finally Preservation Zone Two.

Short
Range
Priority

GRAFFITI

Graffiti is an issue common to all buildings at Fort Rousseau. The most effective
deterrent of graffiti is vigilant monitoring and expedited removal. However, graffiti
removal must be carefully planned because hasty removal can cause irreversible
damage to historic concrete. Currently, the graffiti at Fort Rousseau is only located on
concrete buildings, so a common approach can be used for its removal. To meet
established preservation standards, the gentlest means possible must be employed to
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Short
Range
Priority

remove graffiti, so a step-by-step outline is established below. However, testing must
occur in the field to determine the gentlest method for different graffiti types.
Preservation Brief 38: Removing Graffiti from Historic Masonry is an excellent
source for additional information. The process for graffiti removal is outlined below:
Identify the type of graffiti (spray paint, markers, pencils, etc.)
Identify the substrate.
Choose the method and material that will be used.
Test the chosen application.
If the test is successful, continue application. If the test is not successful, reevaluate the
method and/or material and consult with OHA to determine what other course of action
is acceptable.
METAL COMPONENTS

To slow down deterioration, the metal components at the gun emplacements must
receive annual maintenance. In the spring, guns must be power washed with water at a
low pressure (psi). An appropriate psi should be determined through testing. Next,
they must be washed with non‐ionic detergent with natural bristle brushes. Then rinse
the guns again at a low psi. When the guns are dry, bowling alley wax should be applied
according to manufacturer’s recommendations. Application must be done with natural
materials such as horse hair brushes. The bowling alley wax will serve as a sacrificial
layer, slowing further deterioration. The treatment is also reversible since the wax is
soluble.

Mid
Range
Priority

CONCRETE

Planning for concrete preservation is a four-step process: document review, field survey,
testing, and analysis. Document review can include examining plans, historic photos,
repair records and documents of similar buildings. The record review can provide
information about intended concrete composition, location of reinforcing bars and
changes over time. Field survey will help understand the current condition, extent of
conditions, and severity of structural stress.
Testing should include both onsite and laboratory testing. Nondestructive testing can
include sonic tests or use of metal detectors. However, voids can often be located
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Mid
Range
Priority

through sounding. Inspectors can sound with a metal hammer or drag three foot chains
over the slab while listening for hollow areas. In some cases, it may be necessary to
take a sample of the concrete and send it to a laboratory for a petrographic evaluation.
This type of evaluation is expensive so it should only be undertaken only when it is
absolutely necessary.
Analysis is the last step, and a crucial step in the preservation process. Analysis should
focus on the cause of the problem and develop short‐term and long‐term strategies to
remedy the root cause of the deterioration.
Common concrete issues at Fort Rousseau include cracking, spalling, and erosion. Quick
remedies are found in Preservation Brief 15: Preservation of Historic Concrete.25
DEVELOP A VEGETATION CONTROL PLAN

Vegetation has the potential to impact the visitor experience, the historic views and
vistas, structural integrity of the buildings, and archaeological features located in Fort
Rousseau; thus, a vegetation control plan must be developed. In certain cases,
retention of vegetation is advocated, and in others removal is justified. All decisions
related to vegetation retention and removal must be based on the period of
significance.

Short
Range
Priority

Although part of the historically planned landscape, trees must be removed when they
begin to threaten any standing historical building or archaeological resource. Threats
must be interpreted broadly to ensure continued enjoyment of Fort Rousseau and to
maintain the integrity of the park’s resources. Threats can include rot, moisture
retention, structural impacts, and visual impacts.
INTERPRETATION

Interpretation is meant to enhance a visitor’s experience by revealing what makes the
site or resource significant, and is a valuable management tool because it “… forges
emotional and intellectual connections between the interests of the [visitors] and
meanings inherent in the resources”26 prompting an appreciation of the resources that
fosters stewardship. Interpretation at Fort Rousseau Causeway will not only tell visitors
what is significant about the site, but will also aim to help visitors understand the park’s
25

Gaudette, Paul and Deborah Slaton, “Preservation of Historic Concrete,” National Park Service, 2007.
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07/22/10).
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value as part of the United States’ heritage and Alaska’s heritage, to encourage
preservation, and to instill a sense of community ownership in the park.
The following section outlines interpretive themes and the division’s recommendations
for personal and non-personal interpretation.
INTERPRETIVE THEMES

THEMES are the primary messages visitors should understand about a particular
interpretive site or presentation. Themes bring a sense of continuity to a site and assist
planners when organizing the content for interpretive materials. Each interpretive
product developed will support the primary interpretive theme and one of the
subthemes listed in the Fort Rousseau Causeway State Historical Park
Management Plan.
PRIMARY INTERPRETIVE THEME
Fort Rousseau played an important role in the WW II defense structure in Alaska; the
fort and other local WWII installations changed the face of Sitka and still affect Sitkans
today.27
PERSONAL INTERPRETATION

Personal interpretation occurs when one person is interpreting to another. Authors Lisa
Brochu and Tim Merriam provide an excellent summation of personal interpretation in
their book, Personal Interpretation: connecting your audience to heritage
resources:
Personal interpretation is one of the most powerful approaches to
interpretation because the interpreter can continually adapt to each
audience. If you are practicing personal interpretation, the opportunities
for you to make emotional and intellectual connections are numerous,
because you can learn about the guest and apply what you learn to
enhance her or his experience. However, personal interpretive services
are usually available for a limited amount of time each day and perform
variably, depending upon the skill of the interpreter and how she or he

27
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feels at any given time. And personal interpretation is usually more
expensive than nonpersonal approaches, when one considers the cost per
visitor contact.28
PROGRAM OUTLINES
The Fort Rousseau Causeway State Historical Park Management Plan
recommends that a series of program outlines be prepared. These outlines would
provide guidance for commercial tour guides, park volunteers and staff, and other
organizations to ensure park users receive a consistent message about the park’s history
and resources.
NON-PERSONAL INTERPRETATION

Non-personal interpretation occurs when the person interpreting is removed and
replaced with another type of media, such as an interpretive display, audio tour, or selfguided brochure. At Fort Rousseau, non-personal interpretation will enhance visitors’
experiences when they are visiting the park independent of a tour. Non-personal
interpretation presents a consistent story and message and is not subject to a guide’s
skill or feelings.
The Fort Rousseau Causeway State Historical Park Management Plan presents
recommendations for on-site displays, brochures, Sitka Historical Museum displays,
Japonski Island Boathouse displays, podcasts, and cell phone interpretation. For
detailed descriptions of the recommended projects, please refer to the
INTERPRETATION section of CHAPTER 7: RECOMMENDATIONS of the Fort
Rousseau Causeway State Historical Park Management Plan.
PARTNERSHIPS
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERSHIPS

ADPOR should attempt to expand and develop new partnerships with organizations,
individuals, institutions, and agencies. Partnerships will help ADPOR reach a wider
audience, create more education programs, conduct better research, achieve a broader
range of events, help with building maintenance and develop targeted programs.
Potential partners could include, but are not limited to the following:
28
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Mid
Range
Priority

Alaska Association for Historic Preservation
Alaska Anthropological Association
Alaska Historical Society
City and Borough of Sitka
Coast Defense Study Group
National Park Service, Alaska Regional Office
Sitka Historical Society
Sitka Tribe
US Coast Guard
US Fish and Wildlife Service
US Army Garrison Fort Wainwright
MARKETING PARTNERS

ADPOR should market the existing interpretive programs and historic resources.
Potential partners include tourist organizations, local government, and media. These
partners must be developed and kept aware of activities that are slated to be
implemented in the park either by ADPOR or an identified partner. In addition to
marketing at the local level, ADPOR must look to a statewide and potentially national
and international audiences. Some potential marketing partners include, but are not
limited to the following:

Mid
Range
Priority

Alaska Cruise Association
Alaska Travel Industry Association
Greater Sitka Chamber of Commerce
Sitka Convention & Visitor’s Bureau
History Channel, National Geographic Channel
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EDUCATION PARTNERS

To expand programming, increase educational opportunities, and nurture research
activities, ADPOR should identify potential educational partners. Off‐season use of the
park will be encouraged through active programming and outreach. ADPOR will
encourage people to learn about the resources and present information about the
park’s historic resources at military conventions and historic conferences. Potential
education partners include, but are not limited to the following:

Mid
Range
Priority

Alaska Pacific University
Alaska Private & Home Educators Association
Coast Defense Study Group
Mt. Edgecumbe High School
Respecting Education Alternatives & Choices in Homeschooling
Sitka Home Education Association
Sitka School District
Sitka SDA School
Southeast Alaska Home Educators Conference
University of Alaska System
RESEARCH

Systematic research will further guide resource management decisions, create better
interpretive possibilities, more accurately depict historic resources, and provide a
framework to conduct archaeological investigations.
DATABASE

It is recommended that ADPOR develop a database of known academic resources that
pertain to Fort Rousseau and World War II in Alaska. The research database would
include books, professional journal articles, newspaper articles, diaries, recorded oral
histories, photographs, first hand accounts, and other records related to Fort Rousseau.
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Short
Range
Priority

The location of the resource or information on how to locate the resource should be
noted in the database. As new works are published, archaeological information is
collected, or new oral histories are collected, the database must be updated. Every
attempt should be made to ensure this database is made available to the public,
including making the database available through links on the Fort Rousseau Causeway
State Historical Park website.
RESEARCH PLAN

After known resources are compiled and entered in the database, ADPOR can establish
thematic and specific research plans. Gaps in current information should be identified
so research can be geared to answer specific questions. All research activities should be
as non‐invasive as possible. Proposed archaeological research should have research
designs with clear research questions and obtainable objectives. All research projects
should result in final reports that are included in the research database and made
available to the public. Research plans should take into consideration upcoming
seminars, workshops, conferences, and anniversaries so collected information is
appropriately disseminated. Data generated would give an interesting picture of
everyday life for GI’s at Fort Rousseau, especially on Kirushkin and Sasedni Islands, and
provide further interpretive material as well.

Mid
Range
Priority

ACADEMIC

ADPOR will promote and support academic research related to Fort Rousseau, the Sitka
Naval Operating Base, World War II in Alaska, historic preservation, and interpretation
of historic resources. ADPOR will allow access to existing structural, archaeological, and
written resources to further academic knowledge and understanding of the park and
similar historic resources. Overall, ADPOR will provide an environment of continued
learning to further the proper management of the Fort Rousseau Causeway.
Dissemination of information can include supporting attendance of ADPOR employees
to workshops and conferences related to military history, specifically World War II,
preservation of military resources, interpretation of military installations, or military
archaeology.
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Mid
Range
Priority

PUBLIC OUTREACH

ADPOR will promote and support public archaeology, public history, and hands-on
preservation training as a means of educating the public about the resources and their
treatment at Fort Rousseau. Public outreach programs should be structured to involve
members of the Sitka community and public at large in survey, mapping, excavation,
collection of oral histories, identifying treatment recommendations, and execution of
treatments with all activities resulting in reports filed with the park management and
OHA. The involvement of appropriate professionals should be encouraged when
planning any outreach activities.
PARK STAFF

The division recommends that a staff person or a combination of staff persons that
meet the criteria listed below be employed to meet the needs particular to Fort
Rousseau Causeway State Historical Park. This may be accomplished through hiring
additional personnel, modifying existing position descriptions, creating new positions to
replace the existing positions or any combination of these strategies.
Desired qualifications:
Ability to effectively communicate interpretive messages about the park’s
historical, cultural, and natural resources to visitors
Working knowledge of preservation strategies for historical buildings and
structures
Law enforcement capabilities to enhance visitor safety and deter vandalism and
theft of historical artifacts
Basic knowledge of marine and coastal biology and ecology
Understanding of the cultural and historical background of Sitka and WW II
Due to the wet and mild Southeast climate, lack of land access, newness of the park,
lack of developed park facilities, etc., park staff responsible for overseeing and
managing this park would be expected to perform the following duties as needed:
Regularly thin out and cut back vegetation along the proposed trails
Remove woody plant growth from WW II structures
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Long
Range
Priority

Ensure that graffiti is removed promptly
Ensure that all applicable federal, state, and local rules and regulations are
followed within the park
Conduct regular maintenance activities
Address safety hazards as needed
Enhance the visitor experience with personal interpretation
INTERNSHIPS AND ALASKA CONSERVATION CORPS

The division recommends offering internships or Alaska Conservation Corps (ACC)
positions to high school and college students. The interns or ACCs could carry out
preservation treatments to historic buildings, conduct preliminary research on Fort
Rousseau and preservation technologies, conduct interpretive tours, provide personal
interpretation to park visitors, and assist with everyday maintenance of the park
depending on the intern or ACC’s interests, abilities, and field of study. Offering
internships or ACC positions to Alaskan students provides the division with an
opportunity to help further the education of Alaskan youth and provide them with work
experience. The hired students would, in turn, help the division provide improved
services to the public.

Short
Range
Priority

VOLUNTEERS IN THE PARK

The division recommends the continued use of volunteers in the park to assist rangers in
certain maintenance and construction projects. Park staff should identify volunteer
opportunities and conduct outreach to the community to fill volunteer needs.
Volunteer opportunities could include trail maintenance, graffiti removal, vegetation
control, building inspections/monitoring, personal interpretation, and visitor contact.
To have an effective volunteer program, all volunteers must be trained and
appropriately supervised.
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Short
Range
Priority

LAND AND BUILDING USE
CAUSEWAY TRAIL

The causeway itself is the primary character defining feature at Fort Rousseau. It is
important to remember that the causeway was the primary mode of transportation and
that transportation history must be represented in the future development of the trail.
The causeway trail should remain wide enough to convey the sense that it once was a
road, not a trail.
Breached locations of the causeway should be rehabilitated in the future so that access
between the islands is maintained or reestablished. Alternative methods and materials,
such as removable or retractable bridges, may be used to reestablish access to all the
Fort Rousseau islands by means of the causeway. Where the causeway is in good
condition, it should be annually inspected and repaired as needed to ensure its
preservation.

Short
Range
Priority

Long
Range
Priority

VIRUBLENNOI ISLAND DEBRIS SCATTER CLEAN-UP

The debris scatter on Virublennoi Island should be removed to provide a safe, non-toxic
environment for park visitors. ADPOR has not conducted a preliminary assessment of
this scatter that may include cultural materials and objects that date to the period of
significance of Fort Rousseau. Prior to debris removal, a qualified historic archaeologist
should complete a reconnaissance level survey. During this survey, the historic
archaeologist should identify historic objects that may have interpretive value or value
to research projects. Objects with interpretive or educational value should be stored
and maintained by ADPOR for future interpretive displays at the park.

Mid
Range
Priority

VIRUBLENNOI BUNKER #1 REHABILITATION

The bunker closest to the causeway trail should be cleaned and made accessible to the
public. All debris should be removed from the interior and the entrance of the facility.
Debris near this bunker does not date from the period of significance and can be
removed without further study.
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Range
Priority

FUSE HOUSE RECONSTRUCTION

The Fuse House on Gold Island should be reconstructed following The Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. Prior to demolition of the building, thorough
documentation should be completed to facilitate an acceptable replica. An architectural
historian and historic architect should complete a Historic American Building Survey
Level I. This baseline documentation would capture enough information to adequately
reconstruct the last wood frame building on the causeway, if desired.

Long
Range
Priority

PICNIC AREA DEVELOPMENT

Sasedni Island is identified in the Fort Rousseau Causeway State Historic Park
Management Plan as a primary visitor contact area. Shelters that may be constructed
should be simple in shape and use existing motor pool foundations. ADPOR should
conduct research to determine an appropriate design for the new construction using
historic precedence to guide decisions and follow the guidance outlined in the new
construction section of this plan.
The 20mm Battery on Sasedni Island is in close proximity to the location of the proposed
picnic area. Replica 20mm guns should be located, or fabricated, and installed at the
battery. The visitor experience would be greatly enhanced by providing the park visitors
with the opportunity to see and touch weapons from the period of significance.

Mid
Range
Priority

Mid
Range
Priority

SEASONAL STAFF QUARTERS

On-site staff presence at Fort Rousseau is recommended. To accommodate an ADPOR
staff member, seasonal staff quarters on the islands are needed. Staff quarters should
be located in peripheral areas on the causeway, ideally on Reshimosti Island or Nevski
Island. A secondary location could be identified on Sasedni as long as the quarters are
not visible from the day-use area. New construction in either location should follow the
outlined objectives of the Preservation Zones. Construction on either of these small
islands would be subject to Zone Three specifications, where rehabilitation is the
primary objective for the treatment of the historic resources and viewsheds. Staff
quarters should be small in scale and should not be visible from the main trail of the
causeway.
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Range
Priority

NEW CONSTRUCTION

New park facilities are needed to develop Fort Rousseau as a state historical park. New
construction is acceptable on all islands except Makhnati. An attempt should be made
to concentrate as much of the new construction as possible on Sasedni Island. Before
any new construction takes place, an effort should be made to determine if existing
historic buildings and structures can be rehabilitated to meet an existing need.
When existing buildings cannot be rehabilitated to meet a need, existing foundations
should be reused if possible. New structures should be located where buildings related
to Fort Rousseau once stood as determined by researching the old Army plans and other
forms of historic evidence. New construction should not attempt to reconstruct the
building that once existed, but the building designs and locations should be compatible
with the other buildings and structures in the National Historic Landmark. This will help
create a sense of the build-up that once existed on the causeway.
New construction should use compatible size, scale, massing and architectural features
to maintain the integrity of the historic district as a whole. Using existing foundations
will help maintain existing scale and massing, and a historically accurate spatial
organization of structures. Buildings should not exceed one story in height.
Architectural features are minimalistic in nature at Fort Rousseau. Simplicity and
symmetry should be considered when designing new construction. The most
appropriate materials include steel and concrete. Wood is also acceptable but to a
lesser degree. Roof shapes should be gabled with a moderate pitch. Flat earthen roofs
are also acceptable.
REMOVING HAZARDS

Troughs, holes, and depressions should be filled with metal grating. Metal grating has
relative transparency that enhances the visitor’s understanding of the original
construction of the building and landscape. Metal grating also provides a solid surface
and added safety to visitors as they explore the interior spaces of historic structures.
Thresholds also present tripping hazards to the visitor. Relatively small thresholds
should be removed, leveled off, or a smooth and gradual transition piece added. If a
threshold is larger a bevel can be used to reduce the height. Non-historic debris should
be removed from all structures and near entrances.
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Range
Priority

Many buildings at Fort Rousseau invite adventurous visitors to explore them, therefore,
the expected levels of visitation will determine the level of priority assigned to the
structures for clean-up, repairs, and safety related maintenance. First, all buildings and
structures on Sasedni and Gold Island should be made safe for the public to explore.
Next, the three ammunition bunkers on Virublennoi should be made safe for
exploration. Lastly, all buildings and the landscape on Makhnati should be made safe.
SASEDNI ISLAND 3 INCH GUN EMPLACEMENTS

Two of the four three-inch gun emplacements should be restored to the fullest extent
possible. The emplacements closest to the trail should be given priority since they will
be most accessible to the visiting public. The immediate removal of graffiti, vegetation,
soil, and ash is recommended to start the restoration process.
The primary building components that need attention are the doors, interior spaces,
and spalling. Many doors are intact and should be rehabilitated. Frames should be
squared so doors are operable after repair. Small rooms off the gun provided spaces for
soldiers during the period of significance (1941-1945) and today retain some original
features. These features should be identified and repaired to the extent possible.
Spalling concrete should also be repaired as funding and staffing permit.
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CHAPTER 6: PLAN EVALUATION
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This plan reflects the best efforts of the Division of Parks and Outdoor Recreation to
analyze the resources of the park and to provide recreational and interpretive
opportunities that enhance the visitor experience and the historical, cultural,
archaeological or anthropological values for which the park was established. This plan is
expected to remain relevant to the park’s management for approximately 20 years;
however, intermediate reviews and appropriate modifications are expected and
encouraged.
When evaluating this plan, the resulting quality of the visitor experience and resource
protection—not the number of recommendations completed—should be used to assess
the plan’s effectiveness. Ideally, the plan would be re-evaluated every five years and
updated as necessary to ensure its continued relevancy and usefulness. However, the
director may initiate a review at any time, and it is strongly recommended that the plan
be reviewed via a public process every 10 years at the very least.
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APPENDIX A
SITE BUILDING INVENTORY

Alaska Building Inventory Form

AHRS #: SIT-804

Historic Name:
Battery Emplacement No. 292

Other Name:

Building Address:

City:

Makhnati Island, Fort Rousseau
Current Owner’s Name and Address:

Sitka

Alaska State Parks
USGS Quad Name and Map Sheet:

Section:

SITA5
4
GPS Coordinate (DD Latitude/Longitude, NAD83):

Associated District: SIT-732

Township:

Range:

56X

63E

Historic Associations
Historic Function and Sub-function:
1 Defense:Arms Storage
Current Function and Sub-function:

2. Defense: Fortification

3.

4.

1. Recreation and Culture

2.

3.

4.

Significant Person(s):

Significant Dates

1.
2.
Architect, Builder, Contractor, Designer:

1.
Original Owner:

2.

Date Moved:

Destruction Date:

Reconstruction Date:

2.

3.
Stories

4.

1. 2

2.

Architectural Information:
Date of construction:
1943
Alteration Dates:
1.
Resource Type:
Building

Site

Structure

Object

Architectural Style:

Building Type:

Other
Number of Ancillary Structures:

Plan:

Cultural Affiliation:

5
Foundation Materials:

T-Shape
Roof Materials:

Exterior Wall Materials:

1. Concrete

1. Concrete

1. Concrete

1.

2. Earth
Statement of Significance:

2.

2.
2. Earth
Architectural Description (Include setting & outbuildings):(use continuation sheets)
The Gun Emplacement No. 292 is the largest remnant at Fort Rousseau on the Mahknati Island.
this bunker is situated between two gunmounts. The main structural material is poured in place
concrete. The bunker is covered with earth. The overall interior configuration is T-shape. Doors
are missing on the three entrances. The entrances are the only openings in the buildings. Two
entrances service the gun mounts.
A battery command post sits on top of the emplacement. The command post is comprised of a bilevel concrete pill box. This is a reinforced concrete semi-subterranean pillbox-type bunker. The
massive cap-like roofs meausre approximately 15 feet long by 14 feet wide and is approximately 24"
thick. The caps have distinct layers of poured concrete. The inner layer is sturdier with smaller
aggregate . The exterior surface has a large aggregate and crumbles easily. Under the permieter
fo the cap, there is a continuous groove in the concrete used as a shutter track. The floor to ceiling
height is approximately 7 feet. Access is through an enclosed stairwell on the north side. Wood
frames are still in place. The openings once housed six sets of three paln wooden sashed windows.
It appears that canvas was embedded in a tar application ont eh exterior fo the building under the
windows. This was a common practice on command posts.
The T-shape of the building is highlighted through the front corridor that connects the two gun
mounts. Centrally intersecting the front corridor is the center corridor. Exposed concrete is the
primary wall materials throughout the space. The concrete forms are evident throughout the
building. Wood plank doors are intact on the interior space attached to the walls with heavy metal
hinges. The only rooms inspected were the power room and muffler room. The ceilings are
covered with sugar cane painted white.
Two 155 mm gun emplacements are still present from the original emplacement that included four
155 mm guns at the time of construction in 1942. Guns No. 2 and 3 were removed when two sixinch guns were installed.

Eligibility:
Yes
No If yes:
Prepared by:

(use continuation sheets)

Gun Emplacement No. 292 housed the ammunitions used on Mahknati Island.
This emplacement also served as the plotting and spotting stations for the base.

Criteria Considerations:
A

B

C

D

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
Reviewed by Professional that meets the following Professional Qualifications:

Doug Gasek
SHPO Response:
Eligible (Concur)

EuroAmerican
Other Materials:

Architect

Eligible (Do Not Concur)

Architectural Historian

Not Eligible (Concur)

Historian

Historic Architect

Not Eligible (Do Not Concur)

Minor Recommendations and Comments Include:
Need more information related to:
Authorized Signature:

Historic Context

Integrity

Architectural Description
Date:

Period of Significance

Date:
11/3/2010
None

Alaska Building Inventory Form

AHRS #: SIT-805

Historic Name:
HDCP/HECP

Other Name:
Joint Operations

Building Address:

City:

Makhnati Island, Fort Rousseau
Current Owner’s Name and Address:

Sitka

Alaska State Parks
USGS Quad Name and Map Sheet:

Section:

SITA5
4
GPS Coordinate (DD Latitude/Longitude, NAD83):

Associated District: SIT-732

Township:

Range:

56X

63E

Historic Associations
Historic Function and Sub-function:
1 Defense:Fortification
Current Function and Sub-function:

2.

3.

4.

1. Recreation and Culture

2.

3.

4.

Significant Person(s):

Significant Dates

1.
2.
Architect, Builder, Contractor, Designer:

1.
Original Owner:

2.

Date Moved:

Destruction Date:

Reconstruction Date:

2.

3.
Stories

4.

1. 2

2.

Architectural Information:
Date of construction:
1943
Alteration Dates:
1.
Resource Type:
Building

Site

Structure

Object

Architectural Style:

Building Type:

Other
Number of Ancillary Structures:

Plan:

Cultural Affiliation:

2
Foundation Materials:

T-Shape
Roof Materials:

Exterior Wall Materials:

1. Concrete

1. Concrete

1. Concrete

1.

2.
2. Earth
Architectural Description (Include setting & outbuildings):(use continuation sheets)
The Harbor Defense Command Post / Harbor Entrance Control Post is a single
bunker that functionally includes the Harbor Defense Command Observation
Post (HDCOP). HDCOP stood at the highest point of the island. The tower
collapsed, but the remains are scattered on the hill above the HDCP/HECP.
When standing, the tower had a two story observation deck. Remnants are still
visible. Four cambered concrete piers are evident, outlining the scale of the
structure.
The HDCP/HECP is a single story concrete bunker. The overall shape of the
bunker is rectangular with eleven rooms. The entrance is recessed into the
topography of the island. Concrete wing walls extend from the main entrance
and provide additional cover. The entrance doors are missing from the building
and inside has suffered from numerous fires created by recreationists. All paint
is severely peeling on the interior spaces. Netting is located by most exterior
openings. This netting provided additional camouflage during the period of
significance.

2. Earth
Statement of Significance:

2.

Eligibility:

Criteria Considerations:

Yes
No If yes:
Prepared by:

A

B

C

D

Architect

Eligible (Do Not Concur)

(use continuation sheets)

These buildings housed the command operations for Fort Rousseau when first
built. Additionally, both the Army and Navy were sheltered in this bunker and
provided operations for the entire operation in the Sitka area.

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
Reviewed by Professional that meets the following Professional Qualifications:

Doug Gasek
SHPO Response:
Eligible (Concur)

EuroAmerican
Other Materials:

Architectural Historian

Not Eligible (Concur)

Historian

Historic Architect

Not Eligible (Do Not Concur)

Minor Recommendations and Comments Include:
Need more information related to:
Authorized Signature:

Historic Context

Integrity

Architectural Description
Date:

Period of Significance

Date:
11/3/2010
None

Alaska Building Inventory Form

AHRS #: SIT-806

Historic Name:
Ammunition Bunkers (Makhnati Island)

Other Name:

Building Address:

City:

Makhnati Island, Fort Rousseau
Current Owner’s Name and Address:

Sitka

Alaska State Parks
USGS Quad Name and Map Sheet:

Section:

SITA5
4
GPS Coordinate (DD Latitude/Longitude, NAD83):

Associated District: SIT-732

Township:

Range:

56X

63E

Historic Associations
Historic Function and Sub-function:
1 Defense:Fortification
Current Function and Sub-function:

2. Defense:Arms Storage

3.

4.

1. Recreation and Culture

2.

3.

4.

Significant Person(s):

Significant Dates

1.
2.
Architect, Builder, Contractor, Designer:

1.
Original Owner:

2.

Date Moved:

Destruction Date:

Reconstruction Date:

2.

3.
Stories

4.

1. 2

2.

Architectural Information:
Date of construction:
1943
Alteration Dates:
1.
Resource Type:
Building

Site

Structure

Object

Architectural Style:

Building Type:

Other
Number of Ancillary Structures:

Plan:

Cultural Affiliation:

2
Foundation Materials:

T-Shape
Roof Materials:

Exterior Wall Materials:

1. Concrete

1. Concrete

1. Concrete

EuroAmerican
Other Materials:
1.

2.
2. Earth
Architectural Description (Include setting & outbuildings):(use continuation sheets)
Two ammunition bunkers are situated near the causeway entrance to Makhnati
Island. Both bunkers are identical in their construction. Both are typical arch
type earth covered magazines. The arches are constructed of reinforced
concrete. There is a concrete slab that constitutes the floor. Slabs are angled
to provide drainage. There is a reinforced concrete rear wall. Heavy steel
doors are located in the head wall that provides access to the magazine. Earth
covers the sides and top of the structure. Reinforced concrete wingwalls extend
from the headwall. These wingwalls retain the earth. A single I-beam runs the
length of the interior of the magazine.

2. Earth
2.
Statement of Significance: (use continuation sheets)
Ammunition magazines were used to support defense on Makhnati Island.

Eligibility:

Criteria Considerations:

Yes
No If yes:
Prepared by:

A

B

C

D

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
Reviewed by Professional that meets the following Professional Qualifications:

Doug Gasek
SHPO Response:
Eligible (Concur)

Architect

Eligible (Do Not Concur)

Architectural Historian

Not Eligible (Concur)

Historian

Historic Architect

Not Eligible (Do Not Concur)

Minor Recommendations and Comments Include:
Need more information related to:
Authorized Signature:

Historic Context

Integrity

Architectural Description
Date:

Period of Significance

Date:
11/3/2010
None

Alaska Building Inventory Form

AHRS #: SIT-807

Historic Name:
Residential Quarters

Other Name:

Building Address:

City:

Kirushkin Island, Fort Rousseau
Current Owner’s Name and Address:

Sitka

Alaska State Parks
USGS Quad Name and Map Sheet:

Section:

SITA5
4
GPS Coordinate (DD Latitude/Longitude, NAD83):

Associated District: SIT-732

Township:

Range:

56X

63E

Historic Associations
Historic Function and Sub-function:
1 Defense:Fortification
Current Function and Sub-function:

2. Domestic

3.

4.

1. Recreation and Culture

2.

3.

4.

Significant Person(s):

Significant Dates

1.
2.
Architect, Builder, Contractor, Designer:

1.
Original Owner:

2.

Destruction Date:

Reconstruction Date:

Architectural Information:
Date of construction:

Date Moved:

1943
Alteration Dates:

unknown

1.
Resource Type:
Building

2.

Site

Structure

Object

3.
Stories

4.

1. 0

2.

Architectural Style:

Building Type:

Other
Number of Ancillary Structures:

Plan:

Cultural Affiliation:

0
Foundation Materials:

Roof Materials:

Exterior Wall Materials:

1. Concrete

1.

1.

EuroAmerican
Other Materials:
1.

2.
2.
Architectural Description (Include setting & outbuildings):(use continuation sheets)
During the period of significance, Kirushkin Island contained the living quarters
and soldier support facilities. These support facilities included barracks, a mess
hall, and recreational areas. The only standing building on the island is the
radio building. It exhibits all the common issues related to concrete structures.
All that remains of the other facilities are foundation. Fire hydrants and
electrical poles are scattered throughout the living facilities.

2.
2.
Statement of Significance: (use continuation sheets)
Kirushkin Island was a support area used for domestic and recreational
activities.

Eligibility:

Criteria Considerations:

Yes
No If yes:
Prepared by:

A

B

C

D

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
Reviewed by Professional that meets the following Professional Qualifications:

Doug Gasek
SHPO Response:
Eligible (Concur)

Architect

Eligible (Do Not Concur)

Architectural Historian

Not Eligible (Concur)

Historian

Historic Architect

Not Eligible (Do Not Concur)

Minor Recommendations and Comments Include:
Need more information related to:
Authorized Signature:

Historic Context

Integrity

Architectural Description
Date:

Period of Significance

Date:
11/3/2010
None

Alaska Building Inventory Form

AHRS #: SIT-808

Historic Name:
Ammunition Bunkers (Virublennoi Island)

Other Name:

Building Address:

City:

Virublennoi Island, Fort Rousseau
Current Owner’s Name and Address:

Sitka

Alaska State Parks
USGS Quad Name and Map Sheet:

Section:

SITA5
4
GPS Coordinate (DD Latitude/Longitude, NAD83):

Associated District: SIT-732

Township:

Range:

56X

63E

Historic Associations
Historic Function and Sub-function:
1 Defense:Fortification
Current Function and Sub-function:

2. Defense:Arms Storage

3.

4.

1. Recreation and Culture

2.

3.

4.

Significant Person(s):

Significant Dates

1.
2.
Architect, Builder, Contractor, Designer:

1.
Original Owner:

2.

Date Moved:

Destruction Date:

Reconstruction Date:

2.

3.
Stories

4.

1. 1

2.

Architectural Information:
Date of construction:
1943
Alteration Dates:
1.
Resource Type:
Building

Site

Structure

Object

Architectural Style:

Building Type:

Other
Number of Ancillary Structures:

Plan:

Cultural Affiliation:

2
Foundation Materials:

T-Shape
Roof Materials:

Exterior Wall Materials:

1. Concrete

1. Concrete

1. Concrete

EuroAmerican
Other Materials:
1.

2.
2. Earth
Architectural Description (Include setting & outbuildings):(use continuation sheets)
Three ammunition bunkers are situated near the causeway on Virublennoi
Island. All bunkers are identical in their construction. All are typical arch type
earth covered magazines. The arches are constructed of reinforced concrete.
There is a concrete slab that constitutes the floor. Slabs are angled to provide
drainage. There is a reinforced concrete rear wall. Heavy steel doors are
located in the head wall that provides access to the magazine. Earth covers the
sides and top of the structure. Reinforced concrete wingwalls extend from the
headwall. These wingwalls retain the earth. A single I-beam runs the length of
the interior of the magazine. In addition to the bunkers, a debris dump is
located on the beach and old machinery is located by the first magazine.

2. Earth
2.
Statement of Significance: (use continuation sheets)
Ammunition magazines were used to support defense on Makhnati Island.

Eligibility:

Criteria Considerations:

Yes
No If yes:
Prepared by:

A

B

C

D

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
Reviewed by Professional that meets the following Professional Qualifications:

Doug Gasek
SHPO Response:
Eligible (Concur)

Architect

Eligible (Do Not Concur)

Architectural Historian

Not Eligible (Concur)

Historian

Historic Architect

Not Eligible (Do Not Concur)

Minor Recommendations and Comments Include:
Need more information related to:
Authorized Signature:

Historic Context

Integrity

Architectural Description
Date:

Period of Significance

Date:
11/3/2010
None

Alaska Building Inventory Form

AHRS #: SIT-809

Historic Name:
Residential Quarters (Sasedni Island)

Other Name:

Building Address:

City:

Sasedni Island, Fort Rousseau
Current Owner’s Name and Address:

Sitka

Alaska State Parks
USGS Quad Name and Map Sheet:

Section:

SITA5
4
GPS Coordinate (DD Latitude/Longitude, NAD83):

Associated District: SIT-732

Township:

Range:

56X

63E

Historic Associations
Historic Function and Sub-function:
1 Defense:Fortification
Current Function and Sub-function:

2. Domestic

3.

4.

1. Recreation and Culture

2.

3.

4.

Significant Person(s):

Significant Dates

1.
2.
Architect, Builder, Contractor, Designer:

1.
Original Owner:

2.

Date Moved:

Destruction Date:

Reconstruction Date:

2.

3.
Stories

4.

1. 1

2.

Architectural Information:
Date of construction:
1943
Alteration Dates:
1.
Resource Type:
Building

Site

Structure

Object

Architectural Style:

Building Type:

Other
Number of Ancillary Structures:

Plan:

Cultural Affiliation:

0
Foundation Materials:

T-Shape
Roof Materials:

Exterior Wall Materials:

1. Concrete

1. Concrete

1. Concrete

EuroAmerican
Other Materials:
1.

2.
2. Earth
Architectural Description (Include setting & outbuildings):(use continuation sheets)
The only remains of the residential (barracks) area on Sasedni Island is near
the northern portion of the island. Concrete foundations are scattered
throughout depicting the historic configuration and function of the area. The
most significant remains are the officers’ quarters foundation located just
beyond the motor pool. An associated gun platform is situated near the water in
close proximity to the quarters. Bolts positioned in the platform verify the
location each 20mm gun.

2. Earth
2.
Statement of Significance: (use continuation sheets)
Sasedni Island residential area was a support area used for domestic and
recreational activities.

Eligibility:

Criteria Considerations:

Yes
No If yes:
Prepared by:

A

B

C

D

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
Reviewed by Professional that meets the following Professional Qualifications:

Doug Gasek
SHPO Response:
Eligible (Concur)

Architect

Eligible (Do Not Concur)

Architectural Historian

Not Eligible (Concur)

Historian

Historic Architect

Not Eligible (Do Not Concur)

Minor Recommendations and Comments Include:
Need more information related to:
Authorized Signature:

Historic Context

Integrity

Architectural Description
Date:

Period of Significance

Date:
11/3/2010
None

Alaska Building Inventory Form

AHRS #: SIT-810

Historic Name:
Motor Pool

Other Name:

Building Address:

City:

Sasedni Island, Fort Rousseau
Current Owner’s Name and Address:

Sitka

Alaska State Parks
USGS Quad Name and Map Sheet:

Section:

SITA5
4
GPS Coordinate (DD Latitude/Longitude, NAD83):

Associated District: SIT-732

Township:

Range:

56X

63E

Historic Associations
Historic Function and Sub-function:
1 Defense:Fortification
Current Function and Sub-function:

2. Commerce/Trade

3.

4.

1. Recreation and Culture

2.

3.

4.

Significant Person(s):

Significant Dates

1.
2.
Architect, Builder, Contractor, Designer:

1.
Original Owner:

2.

Date Moved:

Destruction Date:

Reconstruction Date:

2.

3.
Stories

4.

1. 1

2.

Architectural Information:
Date of construction:
1943
Alteration Dates:
1.
Resource Type:
Building

Site

Structure

Object

Architectural Style:

Building Type:

Other
Number of Ancillary Structures:

Plan:

Cultural Affiliation:

0
Foundation Materials:

Roof Materials:

Exterior Wall Materials:

1. Concrete

1.

1.

EuroAmerican
Other Materials:
1.

2.
2.
Architectural Description (Include setting & outbuildings):(use continuation sheets)
The only remains in the motor pool area are the concrete foundations.

2.
2.
Statement of Significance: (use continuation sheets)
Sasedni Island motor pool area was a support area used for vehicle repair and
maintenance.

Eligibility:

Criteria Considerations:

Yes
No If yes:
Prepared by:

A

B

C

D

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
Reviewed by Professional that meets the following Professional Qualifications:

Doug Gasek
SHPO Response:
Eligible (Concur)

Architect

Eligible (Do Not Concur)

Architectural Historian

Not Eligible (Concur)

Historian

Historic Architect

Not Eligible (Do Not Concur)

Minor Recommendations and Comments Include:
Need more information related to:
Authorized Signature:

Historic Context

Integrity

Architectural Description
Date:

Period of Significance

Date:
11/3/2010
None

Alaska Building Inventory Form

AHRS #: SIT-811

Historic Name:
3 Inch Anti-aircraft Gun Emplacements

Other Name:

Building Address:

City:

Sasedni Island, Fort Rousseau
Current Owner’s Name and Address:

Sitka

Alaska State Parks
USGS Quad Name and Map Sheet:

Section:

SITA5
4
GPS Coordinate (DD Latitude/Longitude, NAD83):

Associated District: SIT-732

Township:

Range:

56X

63E

Historic Associations
Historic Function and Sub-function:
1 Defense:Fortification
Current Function and Sub-function:

2.

3.

4.

1. Recreation and Culture

2.

3.

4.

Significant Person(s):

Significant Dates

1.
2.
Architect, Builder, Contractor, Designer:

1.
Original Owner:

2.

Date Moved:

Destruction Date:

Reconstruction Date:

2.

3.
Stories

4.

1. 1

2.

Architectural Information:
Date of construction:
1943
Alteration Dates:
1.
Resource Type:
Building

Site

Structure

Object

Architectural Style:

Building Type:

Other
Number of Ancillary Structures:

Plan:

Cultural Affiliation:

4
Foundation Materials:

Roof Materials:

Exterior Wall Materials:

1. Concrete

1. Concrete

1. Concrete

EuroAmerican
Other Materials:
1.

2.
2. Earth
Architectural Description (Include setting & outbuildings):(use continuation sheets)
Four 3-inch concrete gun emplacements are located near the causeway on
Sasedni Island. All four are equally spaced and identical.

2. Earth
2.
Statement of Significance: (use continuation sheets)
Sasedni Island gun emplacements were used for defense.

Eligibility:

Criteria Considerations:

Yes
No If yes:
Prepared by:

A

B

C

D

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
Reviewed by Professional that meets the following Professional Qualifications:

Doug Gasek
SHPO Response:
Eligible (Concur)

Architect

Eligible (Do Not Concur)

Architectural Historian

Not Eligible (Concur)

Historian

Historic Architect

Not Eligible (Do Not Concur)

Minor Recommendations and Comments Include:
Need more information related to:
Authorized Signature:

Historic Context

Integrity

Architectural Description
Date:

Period of Significance

Date:
11/3/2010
None

APPENDIX B
SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR STANDARDS FOR PRESERVATION

Standards for Preservation
1. A property will be used as it was historically, or be given a new use that
maximizes the retention of distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial
relationships. Where a treatment and use have not been identified, a property will
be protected and, if necessary, stabilized until additional work may be
undertaken.
2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The
replacement of intact or repairable historic materials or alteration of features,
spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a property will be avoided.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and
use. Work needed to stabilize, consolidate, and conserve existing historic
materials and features will be physically and visually compatible, identifiable
upon close inspection, and properly documented for future research.
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own
right will be retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or
examples of craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved.
6. The existing condition of historic features will be evaluated to determine the
appropriate level of intervention needed. Where the severity of deterioration
requires repair or limited replacement of a distinctive feature, the new material
will match the old in composition, design, color, and texture.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the
gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will
not be used.
8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such
resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.

Standards for Rehabilitation
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that
requires minimal change to its distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial
relationships.
2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The
removal of distinctive materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial
relationships that characterize a property will be avoided.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and
use. Changes that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding
conjectural features or elements from other historic properties, will not be
undertaken.
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own
right will be retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or
examples of craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved.
6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the
severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new
feature will match the old in design, color, texture, and, where possible,
materials. Replacement of missing features will be substantiated by documentary
and physical evidence.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the
gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will
not be used.
8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such
resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy
historic materials, features, and spatial relationships that characterize the
property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and will be compatible
with the historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to
protect the integrity of the property and its environment.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in
a such a manner that, if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of
the historic property and its environment would be unimpaired.

Standards for Restoration
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use which
reflects the property's restoration period.
2. Materials and features from the restoration period will be retained and
preserved. The removal of materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial
relationships that characterize the period will not be undertaken.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and
use. Work needed to stabilize, consolidate and conserve materials and features
from the restoration period will be physically and visually compatible, identifiable
upon close inspection, and properly documented for future research.
4. Materials, features, spaces, and finishes that characterize other historical
periods will be documented prior to their alteration or removal.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or
examples of craftsmanship that characterize the restoration period will be
preserved.
6. Deteriorated features from the restoration period will be repaired rather than
replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive
feature, the new feature will match the old in design, color, texture, and, where
possible, materials.
7. Replacement of missing features from the restoration period will be
substantiated by documentary and physical evidence. A false sense of history
will not be created by adding conjectural features, features from other properties,
or by combining features that never existed together historically.
8. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the
gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will
not be used.
9. Archeological resources affected by a project will be protected and preserved
in place. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be
undertaken.
10. Designs that were never executed historically will not be constructed.

APPENDIX C
ALASKA BUILDING INVENTORY FORM

Alaska Building Inventory Form

AHRS #:

Historic Name:

Other Name:

Building Address:

City:

Associated District:

Current Owner’s Name and Address:

USGS Quad Name and Map Sheet:

Section:

GPS Coordinate (NAD83 Alaska):

Township:

UTM:
Zone

Range:

Easting

Northing

Historic Associations
Historic Function and Sub-function:
1
Current Function and Sub-function:

2.

3.

4.

1.
Significant Person(s):

2.

3.
Significant Dates

4.

1.
Original Owner:

2.

Date Moved:

Destruction Date:

Reconstruction Date:

2.

3.
Stories

4.

1.

2.

1.
2.
Architect, Builder, Contractor, Designer:

Architectural Information:
Date of construction:

Alteration Dates:
1.
Resource Type:
Building

Site

Structure

Object

Architectural Style:

Building Type:

Number of Ancillary Structures:

Plan:

Cultural Affiliation:

Foundation Materials:

Roof Materials:

Exterior Wall Materials:

Other Materials:

1.

1.

1.

1.

2.
2.
Architectural Description (Include setting & outbuildings):(use continuation sheets)

2.
Statement of Significance:

2.

Eligibility:

Criteria Considerations:

Yes
No If yes:
Prepared by:

A

B

C

D

(use continuation sheets)

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
Reviewed by Professional that meets the following Professional Qualifications:
Architect

Architectural Historian

Historian

Historic Architect

SHPO Response:
Eligible (Concur)

Eligible (Do Not Concur)

Not Eligible (Concur)

Not Eligible (Do Not Concur)

Minor Recommendations and Comments Include:
Need more information related to:
Authorized Signature:

Historic Context

Integrity

Architectural Description
Date:

Period of Significance

Date:
None

8/12/2010

Alaska Building Inventory Form – Continuation Sheet
Historic Name

AHRS Number

Associated Historic District

Page
City/Town/Village

of

APPENDIX D
CONDITION ASSESSMENT FORM

State of Alaska
Department of Parks and Outdoor Recreation
Condition Assessment Form

Page 1 of 6

1.

Common Name:

2.

Historic Name:

3.

Designations:
State Historical Landmark:
National Register eligibility/listing: (code) ; date listed:
Local listings:

4.

State Park System Unit:

5.

DPR Facility Number:

6.

Borough:

7.

USGS Quad (name, date, scale):

8.

Township:

9.

Land Grant:

10.

UTM coordinates: zone:

11.

Elevation:

12.

Location/Address:

13.

Surroundings:
____ Open Land;

Range:

Base Meridian:

m North;

___ Scattered Buildings;

m East

___ Densely Built-up

14.

Approximate lot size (in feet):

15.

Structure Dimensions (in feet): long; wide; stories

16.

Structure is: ____ on original site; ____ moved; _____ not known.

17.

Architectural Style:

State of Alaska
Department of Parks and Outdoor Recreation
Condition Assessment Form

Page 2 of 6

18. Briefly describe the present physical appearance and condition of the
structure:

19.

Alterations / Restorations:

20.

Overall Condition (check one): _____Excellent; _____Good; _____Fair;
_____Deteriorated; _____Ruins; _____Site only

21.

Threats to the structure (check all that apply): _____Deterioration; _____Fire;
_____Pests; _____Collapse; _____Demolition; _____Vandalism; _____Intrusions;
_____Other:

22. Needed Maintenance and Repairs:

23. Related Structures or Outbuildings:

24. Architect:
25. Architectural Drawings:
26. Builder:
27. Construction Date:
28. Previous surveys, sources and references:

State of Alaska
Department of Parks and Outdoor Recreation
Condition Assessment Form

Page 3 of 6

29.

Present Use / Tenants:

30.

Historical Uses:

31.

Briefly state historical and/or architectural importance (include dates,
events, and persons associated with the site):

32.

Main Theme of the historical resource (if more than one is checked,
number in order of importance):
_____Architecture
_____Agriculture
_____Government
_____Military

_____Commerce
_____Technology
_____Mining
_____Industry

_____Social
_____Recreation
_____Education
_____Arts
_____Exploration
_____Religion
_____Settlement
_____other:

33. Owner:
34. Recorded by:
35. Affiliation:

36.

Attachments:

_____Photographs;
_____Site/Lot Map;
_____Floor Plan;
_____Architectural Supplement

_____Site Location Map;
_____Elevation(s);

State of Alaska
Department of Parks and Outdoor Recreation
Condition Assessment Form

Page 4 of 6

ARCHITECTURAL SUPPLEMENT
37.

Foundation Description:
_____Stone
_____Unmortared
_____Sill

38.

_____Brick
_____Post
_____Skid

_____Wood
_____Pier
_____other:

_____Concrete _____Mortared
_____Continuous

Cellar Description:
_____Pit, lined with:
_____Wood,
_____Stone,
_____Concrete;
_____Stairs;
_____Ground level entrance from the _______________
_____Remains of doorway present:

39. Exterior Siding:
40. Roof:
41. Windows:
42. Doors:
43. Ceilings:
44. Floors:
45. Walls and Coverings:
46. Paint Colors:
47. Framing:
48. Fireplaces:
49. Built-in Features:
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50. Hardware and Fixtures:
51. Nail Types:
52. Lumber Dimensions:
53. Brick Dimensions, Brands:
54. Furnishings and Artifacts:

55. Utilities:
56. Security Systems:
57. Landscaped Vegetation:

58. Gardens and Garden Furniture:

59. Natural Vegetation:
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60.
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Surface Modifications / Earthworks:

_____Dam
_____Ditch
_____Well
_____Trench
_____Retaining Wall

_____Mound _____Depression
_____Terrace _____Embankment
_____Road

61. Walls and Fences:

62. Pavement, Roads and Walkways:

63. Soil:
64. Archaeological Deposits / Surface Artifacts:

65. Remarks:

66. Additional References:

67. Supplement Recorded By:
Date:

_____Tunnel
_____Pit

APPENDIX E
GLOSSARY

Glossary
Archaeological Survey: is the pedestrian survey of a tract of land, where archaeologists record
all humanly constructed artifacts and features. Archaeological survey may include subsurface
testing, particularly if ground-disturbing activities are planned.
Buildings: created principally to shelter any form of human activity. Examples of buildings
include a house, barn, church, or hotel. Building may also refer to a historically and functionally
related unit such as a house and a barn.
Contributing elements: building, site, structure or object that adds to the historic associations,
historical architectural qualities, or archaeological values for which a property is significant
because it is independently is eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places or
it was present during the period of significance, relates to the documented significance of the
property and possesses historic integrity or is capable or yielding important information about
the period.
Efflorescence: is a type of white stain produced from leaching of lime from cement. It can be
produced through an alkali-aggregate reaction through crack in the concrete hardening on the
surface.
Ground Disturbance: To be completed.
Non-contributing elements: building, site, structure, or object does not add to the historic
architectural qualities, historic association, or archaeological values for which a property is
significant because it was not present during the period significance or does not relate to the
documented significance of the property; due to alterations, disturbances, additions, or other
changes, it no longer possesses historic integrity or is capable of yielding important information
about the period; or it does not independently meet the National Register criteria.
Preservation: the act or process of applying measures necessary to sustain the existing form,
integrity, and materials of an historic property. Work including preliminary measures to protect
and stabilize the property, generally focuses upon the ongoing maintenance and repair of
historic materials and features rather than extensive replacement and new construction. New
exterior additions are not within the scope of this treatment; however, the limited and sensitive
upgrading of mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems and other code-required work to
make properties functional is appropriate within a preservation project
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Rehabilitation: the act or process of making possible a compatible use for a property through
repair, alterations, and additions while preserving those portions or features which convey its
historical, cultural, or architectural values.
Restoration: act or process of accurately depicting the form, features, and character of a
property as it appeared at a particular period of time by means of the removal of features from
other periods in its history and reconstruction of missing features from the restoration period.
The limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical electrical and plumbing systems and other
code-required work to make properties functional is appropriate within a restoration project.
Spalling: the loss of surface material in patches. Patches vary in size. Spalling often occurs
when reinforcing bars begin to corrode causing high stress in the concrete. This type of damage
can occur due to water being trapped in porous concrete during the freeze thaw cycle.
Improper consolidation and sealants can also cause spalling. Scaling is a similar condition that
occurs in thin layers.
Structures: used to distinguish from buildings those functional constructions made usually for
purposes other than creating human shelter.
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